Stability of particle motions in a narrow channel flow.
Single rows or two rows of identical circular cylinders spaced regularly in a narrow channel flow have been shown to be capable of steady flow provided the cylinders are located at equal lateral positions and with equal spacings in the flow direction. The stability of such steady flows of circular cylinders is studied for periodic perturbations of the particle positions, assuming that every other cylinder is equally perturbed in lateral position and spacing along the channel. This results in two rows which are not symmetrically placed. The suspending fluid is assumed to be an incompressible Newtonian fluid. It is assumed that no external forces or moments act on the cylinders and the effects of inertia forces on the motion of the fluid and the cylinders are negligible. The velocity field of the suspending fluid and the instantaneous velocities of the cylinders are computed by the finite element method. The translational velocities of the cylinders are obtained for a large number of particle positions, from which the trajectories of their relative motion are determined for various initial positions near the regular single-file and two-file arrangements. It is shown that when the initial arrangements of the cylinders are slightly perturbed from the regular (alternating) two-file flows, the trajectories of their relative motions become small closed loops around the regular two-file arrangements. In contrast, such small closed trajectories are not obtained when they start from the arrangements near the regular single-file flows or regular (symmetric) double-file flows, suggesting that these flows are unstable under the conditions examined.